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Foreword

Over the past decade, a large amount of private investment, driven 
by sector liberalization and competition and major advances in cel-
lular technology, has brought telecommunications services within the 
reach of the majority of Africa’s population. Increasing competition 
is making services more affordable and putting pressure on operat-
ing margins. Operators are responding by expanding their networks 
beyond towns and cities into rural areas, and tailoring services to the 
needs of the lower-income tiers of the population. This rapid spread 
of access to information and communications services is changing 
the way society and business work in Africa, allowing families to 
stay in touch with each other, governments to deliver services more 
effectively, and businesses to operate more efficiently.

Africa’s rapid adoption of the mobile phone is quickly closing the dig-
ital divide in voice services. But, just as one divide is closing, another 
one is opening wider. Consumers almost everywhere are demanding 
more services and larger bandwidth. People everywhere are coming to 
realize the benefits of having broadband Internet service, which per-
mits instant access to nearly unlimited sources of information glob-
ally. The knowledge provided through such easy access to information 
is creating unprecedented opportunities and having a dramatic impact 
on the way people live and work. Africa, however, has been largely 
left behind in the shift to broadband. Increasing the availability and 
affordability of broadband services is thus high on the agenda for 
policy makers in Africa, though it will require major efforts from both 
government and the private sector. Conducive policy environments, 
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investment in network infrastructure, access to radio spectrum, and 
availability of affordable international bandwidth will all play key roles 
in the delivery of low-cost broadband to Africa.

This book looks at one critical element of the broadband network 
infrastructure: domestic backbones. Backbone networks are the high-
capacity, fiber-optic networks that link disparate geographic areas 
and transport the high volumes of communications traffic associated 
with broadband services to customers. Africa’s focus, thus far, on 
mobile networks to address an immediate service need has left back-
bone networks underdeveloped. This has created a major bottleneck 
in the rollout of high-bandwidth services and in the upgrading of 
cellular networks to provide value-added services. Overcoming this 
infrastructure hurdle is an important element in shaping the structure 
and policy framework of the telecommunications services sector. 
Without it, broadband will remain expensive and limited to businesses 
and high-income customers.

This volume takes a comprehensive, analytical view of the policy 
challenge of backbone networks, starting with the economics and the 
technology. It develops a set of policy recommendations for govern-
ments aiming to raise investment in and access to backbone networks, 
and lays the foundation for the World Bank’s strategy toward back-
bone communications infrastructure in Africa.

Mohsen A. Khalil
Director, Global Information and Communication Technologies
The World Bank Group
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Executive Summary

Many countries in Sub-Saharan Africa see information and commu-
nication technology (ICT) as a necessary foundation for long-term 
economic development. While the region has been very successful 
in increasing access to basic voice communications, there has been 
no comparable improvement in broadband connectivity. In fact, the 
broadband access gap between Sub-Saharan Africa and the rest of 
the world is getting wider just as the gap in basic voice communica-
tions is getting smaller. Increasing access to broadband connectivity 
is therefore emerging as a high priority for policy makers across the 
continent. 

This book focuses on one important part of the challenge—the 
lack of high-capacity backbone networks. It addresses three specific 
questions: What role do backbone networks play in the provision of 
broadband services? What is the current state of backbone network 
development in Sub-Saharan Africa and the reasons for this? What 
can be done to promote the development of backbone networks and 
thereby stimulate the take-up of broadband services?

There are two main reasons why the rate of broadband connectivity in 
Sub-Saharan Africa is so low: prices are very high and availability is 
limited. The average retail price for basic broadband in Sub-Saharan 
Africa in 2006 was $366 per month, compared with $6–$44 per 
month in India. Typical prices for entry-level broadband services in 
Europe average $40 per month, falling as low as $12 per month in 
some European countries. Sub-Saharan Africa also has very limited 
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fixed-line telephone networks, which have been used to provide 
broadband access in the rest of the world. The average fixed-line 
penetration rate in the region is currently less than 2 percent. In 
many countries, the number of fixed lines is declining as people 
switch to mobile telephones. 

Despite these comparatively low rates of broadband connectivity, 
there is evidence that there is considerable potential for broadband 
growth in the region. The capacity of international connections to 
Sub-Saharan Africa is growing and will increase dramatically as a 
result of the submarine fiber-optic cables currently under construc-
tion. In countries that have issued them, there has been strong com-
mercial interest in licenses for the broadband spectrum, and some of 
the major regional mobile operators are increasing their strategic focus 
on data services. Successful development of mass-market broadband 
connectivity across the region, however, will require investment across 
the supply chain. One potential bottleneck is the supply of domestic 
backbone network infrastructure. Government policy related to these 
networks is therefore a key component of overall broadband policy 
and is the subject of this book. 

The current backbone network infrastructure in Sub-Saharan Africa, 
though extensive in its reach, is predominantly low-capacity, wireless-
based infrastructure designed to carry voice communications traffic. The 
current network infrastructure is not capable of carrying the volume of 
traffic that would be generated if affordable broadband connectivity 
were available on a mass-market basis. 

The market structure of the backbone network infrastructure is 
another constraint to the development of the broadband market 
in Sub-Saharan Africa. Backbone networks are typically owned by 
vertically integrated operators that have built end-to-end networks. 
Competing downstream operators and service providers are therefore 
not able to obtain access to affordable backbone capacity, so competi-
tion in the provision of broadband in the region has not developed 
as well as it has in other parts of the world. This limited availabil-
ity of high-capacity backbone networks is one of the reasons that 
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broadband is not widely available in the region and remains a niche 
product, affordable to only a small portion of the population. 

This pattern of network development is the result of a combina-
tion of factors. In many countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, regulatory 
frameworks actually provide disincentives to investment in backbone 
infrastructure by limiting the types of infrastructure that can be built 
and constraining the range of services for which backbone networks 
can be used. For example, some countries prevent mobile operators 
from selling backbone services to other operators on a wholesale 
basis. This reduces the potential demand for backbone services and 
therefore limits the incentives to invest in the infrastructure. 

Where countries have fully liberalized their telecommunications 
markets and promoted infrastructure competition, competition 
among backbone networks has emerged. The networks have focused 
on the most profitable geographical areas, primarily major urban 
areas and intercity routes. Cross-border backbone network con-
nectivity is also developing as regional businesses are established and 
as network traffic is increasingly composed of Internet-based com-
munication rather than traditional basic voice communications. The 
majority of the Sub-Saharan African population living outside major 
urban areas is unlikely to benefit directly from backbone infrastruc-
ture competition. If backbone networks are to reach beyond these 
areas, some form of public support will probably be needed.

A market-based approach is likely to be the most effective means 
of achieving network development. Private investment in backbone 
networks can be encouraged by removing regulatory restrictions on 
private sector investment. These restrictions include limits on the 
number of licenses, constraints on the type of infrastructure that 
licensees are allowed to build, and restraints on the services that 
licensees are allowed to offer. Aside from involving the private sector, 
the cost of backbone investment for governments in Sub-Saharan 
Africa can also be reduced by providing access to alternative trans-
port and energy infrastructure. Utility companies, such as electricity 
transmission operators and railway companies, can become effective 
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players in the backbone infrastructure market when brought within the 
formal telecommunications license framework. Finally, government 
can reduce the risk of investment in backbone infrastructure by offer-
ing political risk insurance and partial risk guarantees. Countries in 
Sub-Saharan Africa and elsewhere that have taken such steps have seen 
increased private sector investment in backbone network infrastructure. 
Backbone network competition has proved to be viable, and where it 
has been established, it has significantly expanded the quantity and 
quality of available backbone capacity. 

Stimulating backbone network development beyond major urban 
areas will require more active public support. This support will be 
more effective if it is provided in partnership with the private sector. 
A number of different models for public-private partnerships have 
been implemented around the world. These include (a) competitively 
awarded subsidies provided to private operators to build open-access 
networks, (b) partnerships with existing operators to develop open-
access networks as consortia, and (c) provision of financial incentives 
to operators to develop networks in underserved areas. 

As a whole, this book focuses on backbone networks, which form 
one part of the broadband supply chain. If backbone network policy 
is to be effective, then it must be placed in the context of overall 
broadband policy. Sub-Saharan African countries that are successful 
in achieving widespread broadband connectivity will have a profound 
positive effect on their long-term economic development and delivery 
of public services. 
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Introduction

1

Access to advanced information and communication technology 
(ICT) is a key factor in the economic and social development of 
Sub-Saharan Africa. Analysis of economic data at the national level 
shows that investment in ICT results in a higher rate of long-term 
economic growth (Roller and Waverman 2001). At the level of small 
businesses, research shows that access to basic ICT services can 
result in a sustained increase in the incomes of the poor in develop-
ing countries (Jensen 2007). Although limited data make the impact 
of broadband harder to quantify, emerging evidence suggests that 
access to more advanced ICT services, such as those that require 
broadband connectivity for delivery, can also have a positive eco-
nomic and social impact (see, for example, Goyal 2008 and Qiang 
and Rossotto 2009). 

As the understanding of the positive impact of ICT has grown, 
African governments have begun to prioritize the ICT sector and 
focus on providing affordable ICT services to as many people as 
possible:

We have high expectations of ICT and its transformative 
effects in all areas of the economy and society. Communica-
tions technology has fundamentally changed the way people 
live, work, and interact socially, and we in Rwanda have no 
intention of being left behind or standing still as the rest of the 
globe moves forward at an ever increasing pace. (Paul Kagame, 
in Government of Rwanda 2006)
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This book does not attempt to evaluate the potential impact of 
broadband on countries in Sub-Saharan Africa. Rather, it starts 
from the assumption that the use of broadband will have a positive 
developmental impact, as has been shown to be the case for mobile 
networks. The primary focus of the study is on the supply side, par-
ticularly one component of the supply side—backbone networks. The 
network infrastructure required to support broadband connectivity 
consists of much more than backbone networks, however. Indeed, a 
sector strategy that focused exclusively on the development of back-
bone networks and neglected the other components of the market 
would be unlikely to succeed. However, by focusing the analysis here 
on this specific topic, this book is able to analyze in detail the drivers 
of the current network and market structure in Sub-Saharan Africa 
and to design a targeted policy response. The book addresses three 
specific questions:

■  What role do backbone networks play in the provision of broad-
band services?

■  What is the current state of backbone network development in 
Sub-Saharan Africa and why? 

■  What can be done to promote the development of backbone net-
works and thereby stimulate the take-up of broadband services?

This book begins with a brief review of the ICT market and consid-
ers the extent of demand for broadband and the ICT services that 
high-capacity backbone networks make possible. This is followed by a 
review of the existing coverage of backbone networks in the region, 
a discussion of how this compares with other parts of the world, and 
an analysis of the possible explanations for the current pattern of net-
work development. Finally, the book presents a set of policy options 
that governments in Sub-Saharan Africa might consider in promoting 
the development of backbone networks in their countries.
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2

The provision of broadband connectivity to end users involves sev-
eral elements. A problem in any of these elements will constrain the 
delivery of affordable broadband services. In Sub-Saharan Africa, the 
inadequacy of one element, domestic backbone networks, is one of 
the factors underlying the limited growth of broadband in the region. 
Current backbone network infrastructure in Sub-Saharan Africa is 
characterized by widespread, low-capacity networks generally owned 
and operated by vertically integrated operators focusing on voice 
services. Incumbent network operators have much less extensive net-
works than in other regions and, in many cases, do not play a major 
role as providers of backbone network services. In other regions of the 
world, by comparison, large-scale investment in backbone networks 
has resulted in intensive competition and vertical disaggregation of 
networks, encouraging entry into the downstream market and stimu-
lating the rollout of broadband services. The underlying causes of this 
pattern of network and market development in Sub-Saharan Africa 
are the high cost of network construction and operation, regulatory 
restrictions, and the historical evolution of networks and the market.

The Role of Backbone Networks

Supplying communications services involves a combination of network 
elements, processing, and business services. These can be thought of as 
the “supply chain.” At the top of the chain is the international connec-
tivity that provides the link to the rest of the world. The second level 
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is the domestic and regional backbone networks that carry traffic from 
the landing point of the international communications infrastructure 
to other points within the country. The third level is the “intelligence” 
contained in the networks. Below this is the access network that 
links the core network to the customer. Finally, there is a suite of 
retail services such as customer acquisition, billing, and customer care 
that allow the business to function. This supply chain is illustrated 
in figure 2.1. 

In practice, there are many variations on the structure of this 
supply chain. For example, voice services do not rely as heavily 

Figure 2.1  Broadband Communications Supply Chain

Source: Author.
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on international connectivity as Internet services, and landlocked 
countries require regional connectivity if they are to access high 
bandwidth submarine fiber-optic cable networks. Domestic back-
bone networks lie at the heart of any communications services 
supply chain and are an integral component in the provision of 
broadband connectivity. 

Communications networks operate by channeling traffic from a 
geographically dispersed customer base to local switching or rout-
ing nodes. From those local nodes, traffic is directed either to other 
customers (in the case of local voice and data communications) or 
to the Internet. In the case of Sub-Saharan Africa, most Internet 
traffic passes in and out of the region, since little Internet content is 
hosted within the region itself. A backbone network is the part of the 
network that is used to carry this aggregated traffic between network 
nodes. The hierarchical nature of communications networks means 
that the volumes of traffic carried on the backbones are relatively high, 
even where the customer base is small. 

It is not necessary for each network operator to have its own back-
bone network. Interconnection of networks means that one operator 
can use the backbone network of another through the purchase of 
backbone network services. In practice, the typical structure of a 
fully liberalized information and communication technology (ICT) 
market is one in which the upstream elements of the market (that 
is, the higher levels of the supply chain illustrated in figure 2.1) are 
consolidated into a few large companies with very high capacity 
networks, while the downstream components tend to be smaller and 
more geographically disaggregated. In the United States, this verti-
cal disaggregation results in a three-tier industry structure. Tier 1 
is composed of the very large Internet service providers (ISPs) with 
extensive international communications infrastructure. Tier 2 ISPs 
are large national companies, also often with their own infrastructure, 
that have interconnection arrangements with ISPs in other tiers. 
Tier 3 ISPs are the companies that have a direct relationship with 
customers and provide the retail services to end users. Outside of 
the United States, different market structures have emerged but the 
general pattern of vertical disaggregation is common, with backbone 
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networks services often provided on a wholesale basis to third-party 
downstream players. In Sub-Saharan Africa, however, network 
operators frequently remain vertically integrated, with individual 
operators providing end-to-end services. This has important implica-
tions for the development of backbone networks and the provision of 
broadband connectivity to customers. 

Backbone networks have a major impact on the delivery of ICT ser-
vices in a country. In a typical mobile voice network, the backbone net-
work accounts for approximately 10–15 percent of total network costs.1 
For network operators providing broadband connectivity, the cost of 
backbone networks is much more significant. The average cost of a 
backbone network (that is, the cost per subscriber) varies enormously 
depending on its subscribers’ geographical location. In urban areas, 
where subscribers are concentrated, the cost of backbone networks 
per subscriber is much lower than in smaller towns or rural areas. In 
practice, the capacity of a backbone network to reduce costs is one of 
the key determinants of the financial viability of providing broadband 
services in an area of a country. The absence of a backbone network 
in a particular area of a country to aggregate traffic and thereby reduce 
costs means that broadband services are unlikely to be commercially 
viable there. 

The potential economic impact of backbone networks lies in this 
reduction of costs through spreading them over higher volumes of 
traffic. This benefits all broadband providers, particularly smaller 
downstream players, who can purchase network services rather than 
having to build their own end-to-end networks. The potential eco-
nomic impact is illustrated in box 2.1.

This analysis of the impact of backbone networks on costs, illustrated 
for the case of Nigeria in box 2.1, is a static picture that does not 
take into account the dynamic effects of competition. When think-
ing about the lower average costs of high-capacity networks carrying 
high volumes of traffic, it is important to set this against potential 
inefficiencies associated with the lack of competition that would 
arise if there were only one backbone network. In the case of Nigeria, 
one of the reasons that the incumbent operator historically has been 
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Box 2.1  Economic Impact of Backbone Networks

The primary economic impact of backbone networks lies in 
the greater efficiency of aggregating traffic onto high-capacity 
networks and the corresponding reduction in average costs. 
This is a function of the fundamental cost characteristics of 
backbone networks, as illustrated for a 100-kilometer back-
bone network link in the first figure. 

The practical consequences of this cost structure can be 
seen in the impact of backbone networks on network costs 
in an actual network. A backbone network was modeled for 
Nigeria in which the current networks were extended to con-
nect major population centers throughout the country. The 
economic impact of this network was then modeled to analyze 
the impact on average costs.

The second figure shows how costs increase significantly 
if traffic is carried over parallel networks of lower capacity, 
rather than a single higher-capacity network. By aggregat-
ing traffic and spreading fixed costs over a larger volume of 
services, the total cost to consumers is reduced and it is easier 
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able to maintain high wholesale prices for backbone services is the 
lack of effective competition in the backbone services market. This 
is a pattern seen in other countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa region 
and also in other parts of the world, where neither competition nor 
regulation effectively controls wholesale prices. 

for downstream providers to enter the market. In the case of 
Nigeria, a high-capacity backbone network would result in 
significant cost savings, equivalent to up to one-third of the 
current average broadband retail price of around $150 per 
month. The impact on wholesale backbone prices would be 
even more significant, with cost savings of up to 90 percent 
relative to the incumbent operator NITEL’s current wholesale 
leased line prices.
Source: ICEA 2008.

Box 2.1 continued
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Backbone Network Coverage in Sub-Saharan 
Africa

Three features of backbone networks in Sub-Saharan Africa stand out: 
extensive coverage of low-capacity wireless networks, high-capacity 
fiber networks concentrated in certain specific geographical areas, and 
limited aggregation of traffic onto these high-capacity networks.

Extensive Low-Capacity Wireless Backbone Network 
Coverage

Contrary to common assumptions, there is, in fact, extensive back-
bone infrastructure in Sub-Saharan Africa. There are approximately 
508,000 square kilometers of terrestrial backbone infrastructure 
(microwave and fiber-optic cables) operating in the region,2 serv-
ing around three-quarters of Sub-Saharan Africa’s communications 
users. The remaining one-quarter of the region’s communications 
users utilize satellites for backbone connectivity.3 These users are 
typically located in areas of low population density or in areas where 
network coverage is not contiguous. This average figure hides sig-
nificant variations among countries. For example, it is estimated that 
approximately 89 percent of mobile network transmission is provided 
by satellite in the Democratic Republic of Congo and in Mauritania 
the level is 48 percent. In smaller countries, such as Mauritius and the 
Comoros, where population density is higher, satellites do not play a 
significant role in providing backbone links.

Most of the terrestrial backbone infrastructure in Sub-Saharan 
Africa is wireless. In fact, only 12 percent of the total terrestrial 
infrastructure in the region is fiber-optic cable, while the remainder 
is microwave. If satellite-based backbone network infrastructure is 
also taken into account, the significance of fiber in the total back-
bone network infrastructure of Africa is even smaller. This mix 
of wireline and wireless infrastructure varies considerably among 
various types of network operators. Approximately 99 percent of 
the backbone network length of mobile operators in Sub-Saharan 
Africa is made up of microwave technology, while only 1 percent is 
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fiber. Fixed operators in the region have much more fiber in their 
networks, with approximately 40 percent of the length of their back-
bone networks built from fiber technologies.

The capacity of a backbone network is determined by the technology 
on which it is based and the capacity of the transmission equipment 
installed on the network. Though there are technical limits on the 
maximum capacity of wireless networks, in practice, the choice of 
whether to use wireless or fiber-optic cables in the backbone network 
is usually determined by cost structure rather than technical capac-
ity limitations. For low-traffic volumes such as those generated by 
mobile voice networks, wireless backbone networks are the most cost-
effective technology. For higher volumes of traffic, fiber networks are 
typically the optimal solution.4 Detailed technical information on the 
capacity of backbone networks in the Sub-Saharan Africa region is 
not available, since it is usually commercially confidential. However, 
the predominance of microwave and satellite backbone technolo-
gies in the networks provides a clear indication of network capacity 
limitations. These wireless networks are not capable of handling the 
volumes of traffic generated by broadband services, particularly for a 
large customer base. 

The predominance of wireless backbone networks in Sub-Saharan 
Africa is in contrast to countries in other regions. In Morocco, for 
example, there are three major fiber backbone network operators: the 
incumbent Maroc Telecom, Meditel (a major mobile operator), and 
Maroc Connect (an ISP that was awarded a general telecommunica-
tions license). The two entrants obtained backbone network capac-
ity, dark fiber, and duct space from two alternative infrastructure 
operators: the Office National des Chemins de Fer (ONCF), the 
national railway carrier, which has a nationwide infrastructure of 
about 1,100 kilometers; and Office National d’Electricité (ONE), 
the national power company, which has a nationwide infrastructure 
of aerial fibers of about 4,000 kilometers. 

This pattern in Morocco is also the result of market liberalization that 
has progressively introduced competition within the infrastructure 
industry, which, in turn, has resulted in rapid growth in broadband 
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services. In 2005, a company called Marais also entered the Moroccan 
backbone network market. Marais is one of Europe’s largest devel-
opers of optical fiber-based network infrastructure, specializing in 
the design, building, and operation of backbone fiber networks. In 
Morocco, Marais is reproducing the successful carrier’s carrier model 
by deploying 1,000 kilometers of fiber-optic cable network and signing 
usage agreements with the other operators.

Geographical Concentration of Fiber Networks

While the total coverage of the region’s backbone networks is very 
extensive, the development of fiber-optic backbone networks has 
occurred predominantly within and between major urban areas and 
on intercountry routes. The fixed-operator backbone networks cur-
rently installed in Sub-Saharan Africa, which comprise the majority 
of the high-capacity fiber networks, cover only about 21 percent of 
the population. This concentration of backbone networks in urban 
areas is illustrated for Botswana in map 2.1.

This concentration of backbone network development is increased 
through the effect of infrastructure competition. In countries with 
fully liberalized backbone markets, entrants have focused backbone 
network construction in the same areas in which the incumbent 
operator already has its network. The effect has been to increase the 
amount of backbone infrastructure available in these areas without 
benefiting other parts of the country. This is illustrated in map 2.2 
for Nigeria, where competing fiber-optic cable networks have con-
centrated on a limited number of major routes.

Map 2.2 shows how competition in Nigeria has concentrated network 
availability in major urban areas and on interurban routes, resulting 
in increased availability in these areas but having limited impact 
outside of them. This effect is further illustrated for four African 
countries in figure 2.2, which shows two common features of fiber 
backbone networks in Africa. Though coverage5 of the incumbent 
fixed operators’ networks is quite limited, at only 23–33 percent of the 
population, coverage of the competing fixed operators is even more 
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limited. Although not shown in figure 2.2, the population served 
by the competing operators is usually the same as that served by the 
incumbent’s network. 
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Another feature of the geographical development of fiber-optic 
cable networks is that they often connect to borders. In Kenya, for 
example, the two major fiber networks both extend from Nairobi to 
the Ugandan border, even though there are few major population 
centers in this area. The reason this route was built is that it will be 
able to carry traffic between Uganda and the coastal landing stations 
of the submarine cables. Where there are no political or regulatory 
constraints to stop it, a similar process is being seen throughout the 
region, with networks extending to key border crossing points.

Limited Aggregation of Traffic on High-Capacity 
Backbone Networks

In the majority of countries in Sub-Saharan Africa, backbone net-
works are used mainly to provide backbone services for the operator’s 
own retail customers. In Sub-Saharan Africa, these customers are 
primarily mobile subscribers. Wholesale markets in backbone capacity 
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are poorly developed, there are few examples of joint ventures on the 
construction and operation of terrestrial backbone networks, and there 
is little sharing of backbone network facilities. There are, however, 
some exceptions to this general observation. 

■  Fully liberalized markets. In countries that have fully liberalized their 
infrastructure markets, some wholesale networks have emerged 
through the impact of market forces. For example, wholesale 
backbone networks, known as “carrier networks,” have been estab-
lished in Nigeria (figure 2.2), and a similar situation is emerging 
in Kenya. These operators provide long-distance backbone services 
on a wholesale basis to other operators. However, these countries 
are the exceptions in Sub-Saharan Africa rather than the rule, 
and in both countries, some mobile and data operators continue 
to self-provide their own backbone networks. In several countries 
in Sub-Saharan Africa, infrastructure networks such as railways 
and electricity transmission networks have developed fiber-optic 
communications networks and are operating as carrier networks. 
The record of success of such networks is variable, however. In 
Ghana, for example, the electricity transmission network operator, 
Volta River Authority, has not been successful in commercializing 
its fiber-optic communications networks. On the other hand, in 
Uganda, the electricity transmission network sells capacity to tele-
communications operators along certain routes. Though successful 
examples of wholesale backbone networks show that wholesale 
markets for backbone capacity are feasible in Sub-Saharan Africa, 
they continue to face significant constraints. 

■  Legal and regulatory requirements. In some countries, mobile 
operators are required by law or regulation to use the incumbent’s 
network for backbone services. This was the case, for example, in 
South Africa until the new Electronic Communications Act came 
into force in 2005. Following the change in the legal framework, 
there has been a rapid growth in backbone networks as operators 
have invested in competing fiber-optic infrastructure. 

■  Small operators entering the market. There are cases of new mobile 
operators entering the market and purchasing backbone capacity 
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from either a fixed-line incumbent or an existing mobile operator. 
An example of this is Kasapa, a small code division multiple access 
(CDMA) mobile operator in Ghana that purchases backbone net-
work services from Tigo, a major mobile operator in the country.

Understanding the Dynamics of Backbone 
Networks

A combination of economic and regulatory forces have created this 
pattern of backbone network development in Sub-Saharan Africa 
characterized by extensive, low-capacity wireless coverage and high-
capacity fiber networks concentrated in certain specific geographical 
areas. These same forces are influencing the way the market structure 
is developing, being dominated by vertically integrated operators 
and only limited aggregation of traffic onto high-capacity networks. 
Understanding why these three features of backbone networks have 
emerged in Sub-Saharan Africa provides the basis for the policy rec-
ommendations outlined in chapter 4. 

Extensive Low-Capacity Wireless Backbone Network 
Coverage

The current predominance of low-capacity backbone network 
infrastructure in Sub-Saharan Africa reflects the historical develop-
ment of the communications network infrastructure. This develop-
ment has been led by mobile operators who have built networks 
primarily to carry voice traffic. Figure 2.3 shows the expansion 
of terrestrial backbone networks in Sub-Saharan Africa alongside 
the rapid recent emergence of mobile backbone networks. Cur-
rently, only 32 percent of the terrestrial backbone in Sub-Saharan 
Africa is owned by fixed operators. This figure includes both the 
formerly state-owned incumbent operators and the new entrants. 
The remaining 68 percent of backbone infrastructure is owned by 
mobile operators. Almost all the satellite-based backbone infra-
structure is also operated by mobile operators. This ownership 
structure is unlike in other regions, where fixed telephone operators 
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own the majority of the backbone network infrastructure. Mobile 
operators in more developed markets often choose not to build 
their own backbone networks but rather to purchase backbone 
services from fixed operators. 

The voice services provided by mobile operators require much less 
backbone capacity than broadband data services. This difference in 
backbone network capacity requirements is illustrated in figure 2.4, 
which compares average backbone capacity per user required on 
backbone networks for each of the typical services supported by the 
network, based on current norms for service quality in the region. 

This lower bandwidth requirement, combined with the need to 
cover Sub-Saharan Africa’s large rural population, has driven the 
focus on wireless backbone networks. The way these two factors 
interact to determine optimum network technology choice is illus-
trated in figure 2.5. 
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Differences in the cost structure of wireless and fiber-optic backbone 
networks also help to explain why operators have preferred to utilize 
wireless technologies. In wireless backbone networks, only a small 
proportion of the total costs are fixed with respect to the capacity of 
the network, so total costs are primarily driven by the volume of traffic 
carried. The costs of fiber-optic cable networks, by contrast, are largely 
fixed. A recent study by the Organisation for Economic Co-operation 
and Development (OECD) concluded that 68 percent of the costs in 
the first year of rolling out a fiber network to the premises are in the 
civil works. These costs are completely unrelated to the volume of 
traffic that the network will carry (figure 2.6). This is consistent with 
other studies, which have put the percentage of total costs of fiber 
networks that are fixed at 60–80 percent (Milad and Ramarao 2006). 

This scalability of wireless backbone networks makes them most 
suitable for the early stages of network development where demand 
is uncertain and there are significant technical and political risks. 
Under these circumstances, operators are more likely to invest in 
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Figure 2.6 Fiber-Optic Cable Network Cost Structure

Source: OECD 2008.
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wireless-based backbone networks than in fiber-optic networks, 
even if from an ex post point of view it would have been cheaper to 
use fiber. 

Geographical Concentration of Fiber Networks

The concentration of fiber-optic networks in urban areas and on inter-
urban routes is primarily driven by commercial factors related to both 
the demand for services and the cost of providing them. Compared 
to rural areas, urban areas are home to people with higher incomes 
and contain a greater number of businesses that create demand for 
ICT services—and thus have more backbone network traffic. Conse-
quently, backbone network revenues are concentrated in urban areas. 
At the same time, the fixed costs of networks mean that the average 
cost of providing services to people living in urban areas is lower than 
in rural areas. There is, therefore, a strong commercial incentive for 
networks to focus on urban areas and high traffic routes between 
urban areas. The geographical concentration of users in these areas 
also affects the costs of backbone networks, since network length is a 
major driver of overall costs. This effect is illustrated for the case of 
Burkina Faso in box 2.2.

The same factors underlie the extension of fiber networks to connect 
across borders. First, much of the international communications 
traffic is intraregional, since personal and business linkages are often 
maintained within a geographical region. One market response to 
this has been the development of regional retail packages, in which 
customers face reduced rates for calls within the region and pay 
local call charges when roaming within the region (Global Insight 
2006). Such retail offers are likely to stimulate intraregional traffic 
that will strengthen operators’ incentives to connect their networks 
across borders. 

The second factor relates to the increase in the relative importance of 
Internet traffic as the primary driver of network development. The 
majority of Internet traffic generated by customers in Sub-Saharan 
Africa is international, since most Internet content is hosted outside 
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Box 2.2 Backbone Network in Burkina Faso

An economic analysis of a backbone network in Burkina Faso 
was carried out to analyze the impact of backbone networks 
on costs. The starting point of the modeling exercise was the 
country’s current and planned backbone network infrastruc-
ture. Extensions to this network to provide services to small, 
currently unserved towns were then modeled. As shown in 
the top figure, the modeled network has a basic star topology, 
with Ouagadougou as a central node. The links shown in green 
constitute the core network (that is, the existing or planned 
network links) and those in blue represent network extensions 
that would be needed to reach all of the 14 main cities. The 
analysis of demand and traffic flows on this backbone network 
shows that 75 percent of total traffic is carried on the core 
network, although it serves fewer cities and is shorter in total 
length than the extensions to the network. This has a direct 
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of the region. Until recently, this traffic has been carried via satellite 
gateways. Each country typically has one or more of these gateways, 
so cross-border links were not required. However, the development 
of more submarine fiber-optic cables in the region will change these 
traffic patterns. Cross-border network connections will be needed 

impact on average costs because average cost is primarily 
determined by the amount of traffic carried by the network. 
The bottom figure compares traffic and costs of the core ver-
sus the periphery of a backbone network. The figure shows 
that the level of traffic is much higher on the core network 
than on the periphery and that the costs are much lower on the 
core network. The traffic and cost figures are closely linked, in 
fact, since total costs are largely fixed and therefore the aver-
age cost is primarily a function of the volume of traffic being 
carried on the network.

Source: ICEA 2008.
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to carry traffic between landlocked countries and the submarine 
cable landing points. As broadband connectivity in Sub-Saharan 
Africa increases and the volume of data traffic being carried by the 
submarine fiber-optic infrastructure goes up, cross-border routes 
will become more profitable. This pattern of cross-border back-
bone network development, which is already evident, is likely to 
develop further. 

This geographical concentration of networks in Sub-Saharan African 
countries is consistent with the experience of countries in other regions. 
The United Kingdom, for example, began market liberalization in 
1984 with the licensing of a second operator. In a review of the leased 
line market (that is, the market for capacity on backbone networks) 
carried out in 2004 by the Office of Communications (Ofcom), the 
regulatory authority concluded that on intra- and interurban routes, 
the backbone market was highly competitive, particularly for very-
high-bandwidth services. In areas where competition among networks 
exists, the incumbent operator, BT, retained around 75 percent of 
the market share for low-bandwidth leased-line services (64 kilobits 
per second [kbps] to 8 megabits per second [Mbps]) but less than 
10 percent of the market for very-high-bandwidth services (155 Mbps 
and above). However, in the 50 percent of the market that lies outside 
of these areas, BT was the sole supplier of backbone services. Accord-
ing to the report, “None of the other communications providers intend 
to expand their trunk network coverage within the next year or so . . . 
such expansion would be too costly and time consuming . . .” (Ofcom 
2004). This pattern of backbone network development is now being 
seen in European countries that liberalized their markets later than the 
United Kingdom. The European Commission noted this in its 2007 
review of competition in core backbone infrastructure services: “In 
some Member States, the core network infrastructure of the incumbent 
operators has been duplicated and alternative operators started offering 
trunk leased lines to third parties in competition with the incumbent” 

(European Commission 2007).

The development of backbone network infrastructure seen in Sub-
Saharan Africa appears to be following the pattern of network 
development seen in countries with more developed communications 
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markets. However, one key difference is that state-owned incumbent 
operators in Sub-Saharan Africa have not been able to fulfill the 
function of “backbone network of last resort.” This is unlikely to 
change in the foreseeable future since, with few exceptions, publicly 
owned operators have consistently failed to build and operate back-
bone  networks effectively. This is in contrast to other regions, where 
publicly owned operators can often be major players in the back-
bone market. In India, for example, the incumbent operator, which 
remains state-owned, has a very extensive backbone network and has 
been required by the government to cover most of the country. It is 
also required to provide wholesale backbone services (leased lines) on 
regulated terms. Since market liberalization, multiple network opera-
tors have entered the market and compete across the full range of 
services. At the same time, these network operators have also built out 
backbone networks and are competing to provide backbone services. 
The resulting distribution of network routes is similar to that seen in 
Europe, as shown in figure 2.7. 
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Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL), the state-owned incumbent 
operator in India, has undertaken an extensive rollout of its backbone 
network as part of a government policy to ensure that all exchanges 
are connected by fiber-optic cables. This, together with its former 
monopoly status, helps explain why BSNL’s network is so much 
larger than those of the other operators. Though some of the many 
other companies operating fiber-optic backbone networks in India, 
such as Reliance, are quite large, these operators have focused on the 
major urban and interurban routes and therefore the total length of 
their networks is substantially less than that of BSNL. 

Limited Aggregation of Traffic on High-Capacity 
Backbone Networks

A key feature of the development of backbone networks in Sub-
Saharan Africa has been the failure of markets to aggregate traffic 
onto high-capacity networks. As there are strong fixed costs associ-
ated with backbone networks, shifting traffic toward high-capacity 
networks would reduce average costs and create a more efficient 
network structure. It is thus reasonable to expect that such a shift 
would occur through market forces, as has been the case throughout 
the developed countries and in many emerging markets, where high-
capacity upstream networks have emerged to carry traffic. Several 
factors, however, are constraining this process. 

Regulatory environment. Although there is considerable variation 
in the details of regulatory frameworks relating to the construc-
tion and operation of backbone networks across the region, in 
general, regulation does not actively encourage the development of 
backbone networks; in many cases, regulatory frameworks actively 
constrain it. 

In many Sub-Saharan African countries, mobile operators are 
allowed to build their own backbone networks for the provision of 
services to their own retail customers but have been prevented from 
selling backbone services to other operators on a wholesale basis, 
effectively constraining the development of a market in backbone 
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network services. The restriction also limits opportunities for tak-
ing advantage of economies of scale in network infrastructure and 
reduces incentives to invest in high-capacity backbone networks. As 
a result, mobile operators have built their own networks that operate 
parallel to each other and there is very little consolidation of traffic 
onto core backbone networks. An example of this situation is Burkina 
Faso, where the regulatory structure for the sector was laid out in the 
Telecommunications Act of 1998. This framework allowed entry of 
mobile network operators under authorization of the telecommunica-
tions ministry, and these operators were permitted to develop their 
own backbone networks. However, the framework prevented these 
operators from selling backbone services to each other or to third 
parties. A similar restriction applied to other infrastructure networks 
considering entering the wholesale backbone services market. Because 
these regulatory restrictions in Burkina Faso reduced the incentives 
for operators to invest in backbone networks, network investment has 
focused on lower-capacity wireless networks.6 

One way of encouraging investment in backbone networks is to issue 
“carrier” (wholesale-only) licenses. Such licensees would be permitted 
to build backbone networks and then sell capacity to other operators, 
such as mobile operators or ISPs. The advantage of this approach 
is that it encourages investment and competition specifically in the 
backbone segment of the market. It also avoids problems of discrimi-
nation by the backbone network among retail operators. Such carrier 
networks are a common feature of backbone network markets in 
developed countries in which there are several companies that have 
built networks and provide services on a purely wholesale basis to 
other operators.7 The potential opportunity for these types of opera-
tors is shown in Kenya, where KDN has developed 1,900 kilometers 
of fiber network infrastructure, and in Nigeria, where there are more 
than 20 licensed fixed operators, including two national carriers and 
seven national long-distance operators developing high-capacity back-
bone networks. 

In order for a market in backbone network services to develop or 
for network-sharing arrangements to be established, contractual 
arrangements among the different parties need to be developed 
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for leasing terms, billing, quality of service, and other areas. Such 
contracts are particularly important in the case of backbone network 
services because they form an integral part of the purchasing opera-
tor’s business. If the backbone network does not perform in the way 
specified in the contract, the purchasing operator’s network does not 
function and it is unable to provide services to its customers. This 
is such an important issue that purchasing operators are reluctant 
to depend on contractual arrangements unless they are confident 
that the contracts can be enforced. In Ghana, for example, mobile 
operators reported major problems with the network services 
provided by the backbone network operator, Voltacom, due to a 
surprise price increase of 200 percent (Boosting Economic Growth 
in Ghana 2006).

Another type of regulatory structure constraining the develop-
ment of backbone networks in Sub-Saharan Africa is one in which 
operators are required to use the backbone network of the incum-
bent operator. In Botswana, for example, prior to the revision of 
the sector legislation, mobile operators were required to purchase 
backbone services from the incumbent, Botswana Telecommunica-
tions Corporation (BTC), if it was able to supply them.8 While this 
arrangement has the effect of aggregating traffic onto a single back-
bone network, thus increasing the potential to achieve economies 
of scale, the fact that it creates such a structure through regulatory 
rule rather than the operation of market forces means operators 
that otherwise might have invested in backbone networks were pre-
vented from doing so and network competition could not emerge. 
Consequently, there were few constraints on BTC’s pricing or the 
quality of service it delivered, which caused problems for down-
stream users (Ovum 2005).

Stage of market development. The second reason for the lack of 
aggregation of traffic onto backbone networks in Sub-Saharan Africa 
lies in the stage of market development in most countries. Operators 
face a tradeoff when deciding whether to allow competing operators 
to use their backbone networks. On one hand, by doing so, they 
increase their revenues and utilize spare capacity on their networks. 
On the other, they may lose some competitive advantage by allowing 
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other operators to effectively increase their network coverage faster 
than they would if they were required to build their own networks. 
The result of this tradeoff is that direct competitors in growing 
markets typically cannot reach agreement on the use of each others’ 
backbone networks, a difficulty that is often exacerbated by a failure 
of the regulatory authority to facilitate commercial negotiations or 
to impose regulatory interconnection obligations on operators. In 
Uganda, for example, the ISP Infocom reports that it was unable 
to negotiate an interconnection agreement with MTN and Uganda 
Telecom (UTL), the two biggest network operators, on the use of 
their backbone networks. Although Infocom does not offer mobile 
voice services, the use of voice-over-Internet protocol (VoIP) to 
provide voice services by “data service providers” and the pres-
ence by MTN and UTL in the data services market means that 
these operators may have seen Infocom as a competitor and there-
fore prevented the operators from reaching agreement on the sale 
of backbone services. Infocom had to find an alternative solution to 
obtaining backbone network services. Ultimately, it reached agree-
ment to purchase capacity on the electricity transmission network’s 
optical fiber, which operates as a wholesale backbone operator in 
certain areas of the country. This case illustrates a key aspect of the 
operation of these markets. Where operators compete in the down-
stream (retail) market, they are less likely to trade backbone network 
services than where there are backbone networks that specifically 
target the wholesale market.

Exceptions to this scenario are also instructive. For example, in Ghana, 
the mobile operator Tigo provided backbone services to another oper-
ator, Kasapa. This was justified by Tigo on the basis of different target 
markets (Kasapa was targeting low-end, price-sensitive customers) 
and different network technologies (Kasapa has a CDMA network, 
while Tigo has a Global System for Mobile [GSM] network). In 
discussions with World Bank staff, Tigo indicated that it believed 
the additional revenues generated by selling spare backbone capacity 
wholesale to Kasapa outweighed any loss in competitive advantage. 

Network economics. The current predominance of wireless back-
bone networks in the region has implications for the way in which 
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the backbone market is developing. Wireless backbone networks are 
scalable, meaning that operators develop them incrementally to meet 
internal capacity requirements. Operators are therefore less likely to 
have excess backbone network capacity than might have been the case 
if they had invested in fiber networks.9 This has implications for the 
market in backbone services because the marginal cost of capacity on 
a network in which there is a large margin of spare capacity is much 
lower than on a network that is scalable. Operators with spare capac-
ity have a strong commercial incentive to sell spare capacity and, since 
its marginal cost is low, any competition among operators could be 
expected to reduce prices. An operator with a predominantly micro-
wave backbone network, on the other hand, is likely to install the 
amount of capacity it requires to meet its own traffic needs. If it were 
to decide to sell backbone capacity on a wholesale basis, additional 
capacity would have to be installed. An operator with a wireless back-
bone network thus has less of an incentive to enter into this market 
than an operator with a fiber-optic cable network. 

Notes

1.  Figures are based on discussions with network operators.

2.  Data presented in this section refer to 47 Sub-Saharan African countries—all 
countries in the region except South Africa. South Africa was excluded from the 
analysis because its backbone network infrastructure is highly developed and is 
unrepresentative of the pattern of infrastructure for the region as a whole. 

3.  The metrics used to measure the extent of backbone networks is typically length 
(kilometers) and capacity (megabits per second, or Mbps). Microwave and fiber 
networks can be measured this way, but measuring the length of satellite links 
is not a relevant statistic. 

4.  Cost structure is discussed in more detail later in this chapter.

5.  The population covered by backbone networks is defined for this analysis as the 
people living within a 10-kilometer radius of the network. 

6.  This framework has been subsequently reviewed by the government of Burkina 
Faso, however. 
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7.  This is not usually a direct result of the licensing structure but, rather, the result 
of commercial business decisions on market segmentation. 

8.  Data operators were able to sell backbone capacity to ISPs for the provision of 
data services but were prevented from selling such capacity to be used for carry-
ing voice traffic. ISPs were also prevented from providing voice-over-Internet 
protocol (VoIP) services to customers. These constraints have been removed in 
the new framework. 

9.  It is worth noting that this is changing. The commercial success of mobile 
operators in Africa, the increase in traffic arising from a growing customer base, 
and the shift in strategy from an exclusive focus on voice to one that includes 
broadband mean that network operators are now considering investment in 
fiber-optic networks that once would have been considered too risky.
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3

Two themes emerge from the analysis of backbone networks in Sub-
Saharan Africa presented in this book. First, though the majority of 
countries in the region have introduced some degree of infrastruc-
ture competition in the telecommunications sector, only a few have 
liberalized their markets to an extent likely to create effective com-
petition among backbone network operators. This is constraining 
investment in high-capacity networks and preventing markets from 
achieving economies of scale. It also has had a knock-on effect in the 
downstream market, limiting the development of Internet service 
providers (ISP) and the data services market as a whole. And second, 
where fiber backbone network development has taken place, it has 
been concentrated in urban areas and on interurban routes, leaving 
smaller towns and rural areas dependent on low-capacity wireless 
backbone networks. 

Policy toward backbone network development in Sub-Saharan Africa 
must address both of these themes if it is to be successful. Successful 
policy will include two complementary elements:

■  Create an enabling environment for infrastructure competition through 
fully liberalizing markets to encourage infrastructure competition 
and to allow aggregation of traffic onto higher-capacity networks. 

■  Stimulate rollout in underserved areas, especially in rural areas and 
small towns. 
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Within each of these elements, there are a number of policies that 
governments could adopt. These are summarized in table 3.1 and 
explained in more detail in the sections that follow. 

Table 3.1 Summary of Policy Options

Create an enabling 
environment for 
infrastructure competition

Stimulate rollout in 
underserved areas

Remove regulatory obstacles to 
investment and competition

Implement incentive-based private 
sector models

■  Remove limits on the number 
of network licenses

■  Encourage entry of alternative 
infrastructure providers

■  Remove constraints on the 
backbone services market 

■  Improve the regulation of 
backbone networks

■  Provide operators with 
incentives to cooperate in the 
development of backbone 
infrastructure in currently 
underserved areas of the 
country where infrastructure 
competition is not commercially 
viable

Reduce the cost of investment

■  Facilitate access to passive 
infrastructure 

■  Promote infrastructure sharing

Establish competitive subsidy 
models

■  Provide operators with 
incentives to build networks 
in currently underserved areas 
through reductions in taxation 
or universal service fund (USF) 
contributions

Reduce political and commercial 
risks

Create shared infrastructure/
consortium models

■  Provide risk guarantees and 
political risk insurance

■  Aggregate demand

■  Provide operator(s) with a subsidy 
to build and operate a network 
in currently underserved 
areas of the country; provide 
services in these areas on a 
nondiscriminatory basis

Promote competition in the 
downstream market

■  Implement regulation that 
will effectively promote such 
competition

Source: Author.
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Create an Enabling Environment for 
Infrastructure Competition

A key lesson from this study is that many countries in Sub-Saharan 
Africa do not provide incentives for private investment and com-
petition in backbone networks. In many cases, there are direct 
disincentives against competition. By effectively promoting private 
investment into backbone networks, governments are likely to 
achieve policy objectives for urban areas and on interurban routes. 
Simultaneously, they would reduce the overall financial burden on 
the public sector of ensuring widespread and affordable broadband 
availability. Encouraging investment in and effective competition 
among backbone networks would also allow market forces to aggre-
gate traffic onto higher-capacity networks, thus reducing costs and 
stimulating downstream investment and competition among ISPs 
and other data users. 

This policy of promoting infrastructure competition to support the 
development of backbone networks is consistent with the experience 
of developed countries. For example, in a 2006 report, the Organi-
sation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
observed that “opening markets to facilities competition and the 
rapid development of technology [has] resulted in highly competitive 
backbone markets in most OECD countries. The development of 
geographically dispersed IXPs [Internet exchange points] in larger 
countries has further assisted the development of a competitive 
market” (OECD 2006). In the same report, the OECD observed a 
similar effect in developing countries: “The same competitive forces 
that have driven down the cost of telecommunication are now at work 
with broadband access to the Internet. From early 2004 to mid-2005, 
average broadband prices fell 75 [percent] in India. For example, a 
256 [kilobits per second] xDSL connection with 400 [m]egabytes of 
data transfer included, is available from Bharat Sanchar Nigam Lim-
ited (BSNL) for less than [$]6 per month.” 

Multiple policy initiatives are needed to effectively create this enabling 
environment for infrastructure competition. They can be divided 
into four groups: removing regulatory obstacles, reducing the cost of 
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investment, removing political and commercial risks, and promoting 
effective competition in the downstream market.

Remove Regulatory Obstacles to Investment and 
Competition

Remove limits on the number of network licenses. In many countries 
that have nominally “liberalized” their network markets, there is a for-
mal or informal limit on the number of licenses issued (World Bank 
2008). There is little economic justification for such a limit, however, 
since many types of networks do not require scarce resources. This is 
particularly true for fiber-optic cable networks that do not use radio 
spectrum. Experience from around the world indicates that markets 
can successfully support multiple network operators. Experience also 
indicates that where multiple licenses have been issued, operators are 
willing to invest a substantial amount of financial resources in fiber-
optic cable network infrastructure.

Encourage the entry of alternative infrastructure providers into 

the backbone network market. Electricity transmission networks, 
pipelines, and railway networks have a major cost advantage in the 
development of fiber-optic backbone networks. In practice, many 
infrastructure companies have already laid fiber-optic cables as part 
of their internal communications systems, and many of these cables 
have substantial unused capacity. By encouraging these (usually state-
owned) networks to establish operating companies to run the fiber 
assets and by licensing them, they can be brought into the formal 
telecommunications market as providers of backbone capacity. This 
has been successful in some Sub-Saharan African countries, such as 
Uganda and Zambia, but not in others, such as Ghana. Whether 
infrastructure companies are successful in becoming commercial back-
bone network operators appears to depend on differences in the insti-
tutional environment (that is, whether the company is given sufficient 
political incentives and the regulatory freedom) and in managerial 
capacity, rather than on the technical characteristics of the networks. 

Remove constraints on the backbone services market. Many coun-
tries in Sub-Saharan Africa impose constraints on the activities of 
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both backbone network operators and the users of those networks. 
Constraints include restrictions on the sale of network services and 
requirements to purchase backbone network services from specific 
operators, usually the state-owned incumbent operator. Removing 
these restrictions would allow operators to buy backbone services from 
and sell services to whichever operator they wished. By doing so, traffic 
could be consolidated, providing an incentive to upgrade networks to 
fiber-optic cables and thereby reducing average costs and improving 
quality of service. 

Improve the regulation of backbone networks. One of the key 
constraints on the development of the market in backbone network 
services in Sub-Saharan Africa has been difficulty in enforcing con-
tracts and service-level agreements. While the ability to enforce legal 
contracts in commercial courts in most African countries is unlikely 
to improve significantly over the short term, the regulatory authority 
could improve the situation through several measures:

■  Establishing clear regulations on interconnection at the backbone 
level

■  Amending licenses to increase the enforceability of such rules, if 
necessary

■  Setting out effective quality controls and clear dispute resolution 
procedures

■  Collecting accurate quality of service information to facilitate mar-
ket functionality and dispute resolution. 

Regional approaches to regulating backbone network infrastructure 
may also be a way to improve the quality of regulation in Sub-Saharan 
Africa, particularly as regional businesses and networks emerge. 
Governments might, for example, reach a regional agreement on 
principles of open-access regulation or on the way in which a specific 
type of multicountry network is regulated. One example of this type 
of approach is the telecommunications-related commitments that 
countries make when joining the World Trade Organization. These 
commitments have introduced a limited degree of cross-country 
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harmonization in the way in which the telecommunications sector is 
regulated. Further agreements of this type could be established at the 
regional level. 

By entering into a regional regulation agreement, governments may be 
able to provide additional assurance that investors will not face exces-
sive political risk originating at the national level. However, regional 
approaches to the governance of the telecommunications sector have 
proven very difficult to implement in practice. Even in the European 
Union, where there has been a strong move toward harmonization 
of sector regulation in the context of general economic and insti-
tutional integration, telecommunications sector regulation remains 
the responsibility of national regulatory authorities, albeit within an 
overall regulatory framework defined at the European level. 

Because regional approaches to regulatory capacity building and 
technical assistance in dealing with backbone networks are likely to 
be easier to achieve than complete regional regulatory harmoniza-
tion, they may be a more effective way of improving the quality of 
regulation. Examples of the former approach include developing 
regional benchmarking data on prices and quality of service for 
backbone network services, standardizing reference interconnection 
offers (RIOs), and standardizing license terms and conditions. Exist-
ing regional associations of regulatory authorities in Sub-Saharan 
Africa provide a potential basis for such regional approaches to 
regulating backbone networks. 

The best national example of the positive impact of changes in the 
way the backbone services market is structured and regulated is the 
United States. A brief summary of the history of backbone network 
development there is given in box 3.1.

Although the information and communication technology (ICT) 
sectors of Sub-Saharan African countries are a fraction of the size of 
those in the United States (and thus caution should be exercised in 
drawing policy conclusions directly from the experience of the lat-
ter), it is instructive to note that the extremely rapid development 
of backbone networks in the United States has come about entirely 
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Box 3.1  Backbone Network Development in the 
United States 

Though telecommunications in the United States was initially a 
competitive market, the passage of the 1934 Communications Act 
provided the biggest operator, AT&T, with a monopoly in the 
provision of telecommunications services. This monopoly ended for 
the long-distance segment of the market in 1969 when the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) gave a license to Microwave 
Communications, Inc. (MCI) to provide long-distance wireless 
network services to private clients. MCI’s approval was immediately 
followed by license applications from other companies wishing to 
provide long-distance communications services. This policy of lim-
ited market liberalization was extended in 1977 with the overturning 
of the FCC decision, restricting the services that these long-distance 
operators could offer. These steps were the first stages of a series of 
regulatory reforms that led to the development of a competitive long-
distance telecommunications market. This market later produced the 
extensive, high-capacity backbone networks that we see today. 

Competition was further boosted with the breakup of AT&T in 
1984 (following an antitrust lawsuit initiated 10 years earlier), and 
the passage of the 1996 Telecommunications Act. Subsequently, 
there has been consolidation throughout the market, including the 
backbone network segment. The backbone market in the United 
States is currently dominated by a handful of large network operators 
such as AT&T, Sprint, and Nextel, which operate very-high-capacity 
long-distance networks that cover large parts of the country. 

The main drivers of this development in backbone network 
coverage and capacity have been competition and the emergence 
of new demand for services as a result of the Internet. Apart from 
the initial public investment in the development of the National 
Science Foundation Network (NSFNet), a backbone dedicated to 
the research community, the role of the government has primar-
ily been one of regulation and promotion of competition among 
network operators.
Source: Author, adapted from Lee and Prime 2009.
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through private investment and competition. The government has 
not invested public funds directly in the development of backbone 
infrastructure, instead limiting itself to regulating the market.

Reduce the Cost of Investment

Facilitate access to alternative infrastructure. Fiber-optic cable 
networks are usually built along existing infrastructure networks such 
as roads, railways, pipelines, or electricity transmission lines. As dis-
cussed in chapter 2, most of the cost of constructing fiber-optic cable 
networks along these alternative infrastructure networks lies in the 
civil works. These costs represent a major fixed and sunk investment, 
increasing the risks faced by the networks operators. By lowering the 
cost of access to these infrastructure networks and reducing the risk 
associated with it, governments can significantly increase incentives 
for private investment into backbone networks. 

Such incentives can be achieved in three ways: first, by making rights-
of-way readily available to network developers at low cost. Obtaining 
these rights-of-way is often very difficult because of the lack of a clear 
legal framework and the multiple jurisdictions involved. By simplify-
ing the legal process and limiting the fees that can be charged by local 
authorities for granting rights-of-way, governments can significantly 
reduce the cost of backbone network development. 

Second, governments can provide direct access to existing infrastruc-
ture which it owns through state-owned enterprises. For example, the 
railway company could partner with one or more operators to build a 
fiber-optic cable network along the railway lines. This approach has 
been used very successfully around the world to develop extensive 
backbone networks at relatively low cost. 

Finally, governments can specifically provide for backbone network 
development in the design and construction of other types of infra-
structure. For example, by pre-installing ducting when new roads are 
built and then leasing these ducts to operators wishing to lay fiber-
optic backbone networks, governments can significantly reduce costs. 
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An example of a comparable scheme from Spain in which telecom-
munications passive infrastructure is required to be installed in new 
buildings is described in box 3.2.

Promote infrastructure sharing where it does not have an adverse 

impact on competition. By sharing backbone network infrastructure, 
builders of backbone networks can significantly reduce costs and make 
investment in them more commercially viable. This is particularly rel-
evant for fiber networks in urban areas where the cost of laying new 
fibers is high or in rural areas where the revenues generated by such 
networks are low. In some cases, operators have a commercial incen-
tive to enter into these sharing arrangements. For example, in Nigeria, 
where there has been extensive fiber-optic cable network rollout, 
operators have entered into a variety of network-sharing agreements 
aimed at reducing costs and improving quality of supply. 

Box 3.2  Provision of Passive Infrastructure for 
Fiber Networks in Spain

Under legislation passed in 2003, the government of Spain 
required the design and construction of new buildings to 
include common passive communications infrastructure such 
as ducting, building risers, and access points. Building manag-
ers are required to make this infrastructure available to any 
operator wishing to lay fiber-optic access networks in homes.

This law directly affects the establishment of fiber-to-the-
home access infrastructure and the construction of privately 
developed buildings. However, the same principle could be 
applied to the development of backbone networks in public 
infrastructure such as roads and railways. If developers of these 
networks were required to install passive telecommunications 
infrastructure and then provide it to backbone operators on 
an open-access basis, it would significantly reduce backbone 
network development costs. 
Source: Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnología 2003.
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Despite the advantages of infrastructure sharing, governments should 
exercise a degree of caution in pushing it, for two reasons. The first 
is that such arrangements are difficult to enforce if the parties are not 
willing to undertake enforcement on a commercial basis. Though 
requirements to share facilities are already included in many operators’ 
licenses, they are rarely implemented or enforced if the operators are 
not willing to enter into the arrangements anyway. 

Governments of countries in other regions have faced similar problems. 
In Bahrain, for example, the regulatory framework set up at liberaliza-
tion required the incumbent operator, Batelco, to share its surplus fiber 
and duct space with new entrants on regulated terms. Despite ongoing 
efforts by the regulator to enforce such arrangements, this policy has 
had limited success, and entrants have opted instead to develop their 
own wireless-based backbone infrastructure. The regulatory authority 
in Bahrain is now revisiting the legal and regulatory framework that 
provides competitors with access to Batelco’s infrastructure. It has also 
introduced more detailed rules on network sharing (box 3.3).

A second reason for caution lies in the concern that facilities sharing 
may help sustain collusive agreements between competing operators. 
This has been a major issue in Europe, where mobile operators seek-
ing to share mobile infrastructure faced resistance from the European 
Commission (European Commission 2004). The European Court 
of First Instance (2006), however, subsequently ruled in favor of the 
operators. In most countries of Sub-Saharan Africa with their increas-
ingly competitive telecommunications markets, competition-related 
issues may be of less immediate concern, particularly when balanced 
against the need for new infrastructure investment. Policy makers may 
consider that the risk of collusion is outweighed by the benefits of 
infrastructure development in rural and otherwise unprofitable areas.

Reduce Political and Commercial Risks

Reduce political and regulatory risk through risk guarantees and 

insurance. Companies operating in a risky environment are likely 
to place a premium on scalability and reversibility in their network 
infrastructure investment decisions. Scalability means that network 
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investments take place in small increments, rather than large one-off 
expenditures. Scalable investments allow operators to expand their net-
works as demand develops, hence reducing the risk that networks are 
overdimensioned. Reversibility reflects the ability of a network operator 
to reverse investments and sell or reuse capital equipment if necessary. 

Box 3.3  Network Sharing in Bahrain

Article 3(c) 13 of the Telecommunications Law of The King-
dom of Bahraina gives the regulatory authority the right to 
require operators to share infrastructure. The details of this 
requirement are given in guidelines issued in 2008.

Telecommunications operators in Bahrain are “required to 
adopt joint infrastructure installation methods when more than 
one provider wishes to lay telecommunications infrastructure at 
the same location and within a timeframe not exceeding one 
year” (Section 1.11 [a]). The operators are required to share the 
costs of such joint network construction on a pro rata basis. 

The article goes further in encouraging infrastructure shar-
ing through the following provisions: 

■  If operators are unable to reach a commercial agreement 
on a joint project, they are required to go to the regulatory 
body for “mediation and/or a binding decision.” 

■  Operators are not permitted to undertake fiber network 
development in a particular area if a fiber network has been 
constructed in the same area within the past 12 months.

■  Operators are required to install at least 20 percent reserve 
area in their ducts for future use by other operators. 

■  Operators are prevented from using spare ducts for them-
selves or blocking other operators from obtaining access 
to them. 

Source: Government of Bahrain 2008. 
a.  Legislative Decree No. 48 of 2002 Promulgating the Telecom-

munications Law. 
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Some types of network investments are more reversible than others. 
Microwave and satellite transmission equipment, for example, can be 
moved and used in another part of the network if necessary. Since the 
majority of the capital cost of a fiber network lies in civil works, such as 
construction of trenches and installation of ducts, that cannot be moved 
once built, investment in such networks is largely irreversible (some-
times referred to as “sunk costs”). In uncertain political and regulatory 
environments, operators are likely to favor more flexible investment in 
wireless network technology over fiber-optic networks, ceteris paribus. 
The risk of investment in fiber-optic cable networks could be miti-
gated, however, through the use of financial instruments such as partial 
risk guarantees and political risk insurance (World Bank 2002). 

Reduce commercial risk through demand aggregation. Two key 
risks faced by entrants into any market are the risk that demand does 
not develop as anticipated and that the cost of obtaining customers 
turns out to be higher than anticipated. These risks can significantly 
raise the economic cost of an investment and create a disincentive 
for operators to invest in infrastructure, particularly in physical 
assets that may constitute a sunk cost. One way that governments 
can reduce these risks is to act as a central purchaser of services on 
behalf of all public institutions at all levels (including, for example, 
schools, health centers, and local government). By doing this, opera-
tors effectively deal with a single large customer rather than multiple 
smaller customers, hence reducing commercial risks. Such a strategy 
was undertaken on a large scale in the Republic of Korea, where the 
government promoted the rollout of high-speed backbone infra-
structure by acting as a single purchaser of broadband connectivity 
on behalf of public institutions, hence reducing operators’ risk of 
investment. A comparable approach was adopted by the government 
of Ireland with respect to submarine fiber infrastructure. Both cases 
are described in box 3.4. 

Because many companies in Sub-Saharan Africa have difficulty in 
collecting revenues from public institutions for utility services such as 
water and electricity, an issue to consider in relation to commercial 
risk is therefore the extent to which the credit risk associated with 
the public sector as a customer offsets the commercial advantages of 
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Box 3.4  Examples of Infrastructure Development 
through Demand Aggregation 

Republic of Korea

The government of Korea provided financing for the develop-
ment of the country’s broadband infrastructure in the form of a 
prepayment for provision of broadband services to public insti-
tutions. Between 1995 and 1997, the government provided 
$0.2 billion toward the overall $2.2 billion cost of building an 
optical fiber network. The remaining funding was provided by 
the private sector, mainly Korea Telecom. The second phase, 
between 1998 and 2000, focused on the access network, and 
the government contributed $0.3 billion of the total required 
investment of $7.3 billion. The final phase, between 2001 
and 2005, involved the upgrading of the entire network. To 
this phase, the government contributed $0.4 billion toward 
a total cost of $24 billion. In exchange for this upfront pay-
ment, operators were required to provide broadband services 
to public institutions for an extended period. The govern-
ment’s financing can therefore be thought of as prepayment 
for services that, although representing only a small percentage 
of the total investment cost, provided the private sector with 
sufficient incentive to develop its networks.

It is significant that the Korean initiative was done in the 
context of an overall policy promoting broadband that included 
full market liberalization to establish infrastructure competition 
among operators and demand-side stimulation through initia-
tives such as ICT literacy training, free broadband access to all 
schools, 11 e-government projects, and support for the provi-
sion of inexpensive personal computers for low-income house-
holds. The result of this combined policy has been an explosion 
of network investment and usage of broadband services. All 
cities, towns, and villages are now connected by high-speed 
networks and the cost of broadband services is low. 

(continued)
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bulk purchase of backbone services. Use of prepayment and escrow 
mechanisms can reduce this credit risk.

Promote Effective Competition in the Downstream 
Market

Promote competition among access and service providers. Network 
operators and service providers wishing to enter the downstream 
market (that is, building access networks and offering services to 
customers) must either build their own backbone network or access 
the network of another operator. The terms under which operators 

Box 3.4 continued

Ireland 

In 1999, Ireland’s Industrial Development Authority, under 
the Ministry of Public Enterprise, entered into a public-
private partnership (PPP) with Global Crossing under 
which the latter would build a fiber-optic ring that would 
provide subsidized international connectivity to Ireland’s 
rapidly expanding telecommunications operators, ISPs, and 
ICT firms. 

Global Crossing developed, owned, and operated the 
infrastructure. The government purchased the capacity in bulk 
and resold it to all operators on an open-access and uniformly 
subsidized pricing structure. By acting as an “anchor tenant,” 
the government provided risk reduction sufficient enough 
to allow the private company to invest. At the same time, 
by  on-selling the capacity at uniform and nondiscriminatory 
rates, this structure supported the development of the down-
stream market through ensuring that both small and large 
operators had access to inexpensive international capacity.
Source: Author.
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can obtain access to the backbone networks of other operators will 
have a significant impact on the success of their business and will 
influence whether effective competition in the downstream market 
develops. At the same time, the demand created by these down-
stream operators will affect the financial viability of the backbone 
networks, since they are the entities that generate traffic and rev-
enues on the networks. By promoting effective competition in the 
downstream market, governments will help stimulate backbone 
network development. 

The role of the regulator is crucial, since the regulator often defines 
and enforces the terms of access. The decision about whether to 
directly regulate the terms of access to infrastructure has a major 
effect on the investment incentives. Under the traditional model of 
liberalization followed in Europe, in which the incumbent operator 
dominated the market, the priority for the regulator was to provide 
access to these operators’ networks for companies entering the markets 
since this was seen as being crucial to the development of competi-
tion. Subsequently, as competition has emerged, regulators have been 
required to develop systems for determining which operators should 
be regulated and how. 

In the European Union, this system is based on the framework of 
general competition regulation that set out how regulatory authorities 
determine whether or not competition is functioning effectively and 
what remedies should be applied where it is not. In most countries 
in Sub-Saharan Africa, such frameworks do not exist. Regulators 
will therefore need to develop alternative sets of guidelines to govern 
how access to the infrastructure of private operators in competitive 
markets is regulated. This will involve a tradeoff between support-
ing the development of competition in the downstream market and 
maintaining the incentives to invest in upstream infrastructure. In 
areas of a country where public support is provided for backbone 
infrastructure, this tradeoff is relatively straightforward, since one of 
the conditions of public support will be the provision of wholesale 
services on regulated terms. In other areas of the country and in 
other parts of the infrastructure, the tradeoff may be more difficult 
to determine.
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Stimulate Rollout in Underserved Areas

The experience of countries in Sub-Saharan Africa that have gone 
the furthest in liberalizing network markets shows that if all the 
regulatory obstacles are removed, investment and competition will 
emerge but they will be focused on inter- and intraurban routes and 
on commercially attractive cross-border links. A large proportion of 
the population will not benefit from this competition, though, as they 
live beyond the range of these networks. 

The experience of Sub-Saharan African countries in this regard is 
consistent with the experience of many countries with advanced 
ICT markets that have been fully liberalized and where competition 
has focused on a relatively small proportion of the total area of the 
country. In the rest of the country, the only backbone network avail-
able is the one provided by the incumbent operator (either currently 
or formerly owned by the state). In the case of Sub-Saharan Africa, 
incumbent operators are generally weak and their backbone networks 
are often either poor or nonexistent. 

Market forces, on their own, are unlikely to deliver universal back-
bone network coverage. If high-capacity backbone networks are to be 
developed in less commercially attractive areas, some form of public 
financing is likely to be required. The two key issues are therefore: 

■  What level of subsidies will likely be required for the development 
of a backbone network? 

■  What are the mechanisms by which the network can be developed 
and operated? 

The amount of public subsidy, either direct or indirect, will vary 
according to the length of the network, the capacity required, and the 
rate at which traffic increases once the network is in place. Box 3.5 
presents an analysis of the public financing requirements for Uganda. 

Policy toward backbone network rollout in many countries out-
side the Sub-Saharan Africa region has focused on the incumbent 
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Box 3.5  Financial Analysis of a Fiber-Optic 
Backbone Network in Uganda

Uganda, a country of 31 million people in East Africa, has a 
fully liberalized telecommunications market with 28 licensed 
operators and ISPs. Currently, most of the backbone network 
infrastructure is in the southern part of the country, where the 
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 state-owned operator. However, within the region, the performance 
of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in the telecommunications sec-
tor has historically been poor, particularly in contrast to the success 
of private operators (World Bank 2008). Attempting to develop 
high-capacity backbone networks through state-owned enterprises 

majority of telecommunications users are concentrated. This 
backbone network is approximately 817 kilometers in length 
and is shown as a solid line in the map. A backbone network 
that would link 10 additional townsa that are not currently 
connected to the main fiber networks is shown as a dashed 
line. Together, these extensions would have a total length of 
2,252 kilometers.

Assuming a discount rate of 15 percent, the total cost of 
the extensions to the existing network would be approximately 
$62 million. The average cost of capacity on the network is a 
function of both the length of the network and the volume of 
capacity being carried. Because traffic volume would be much 
lower and the network length longer in the periphery of the 
network than in the core, the cost per unit of capacity would 
be approximately 180 percent higher. 

This cost structure also determines the profitability of the 
network and therefore the subsidy that would be required to 
make it financially viable. For the network described in the 
map, the required government subsidy lies in the range of 
$20 million–$26 million, representing 32–40 percent of the 
total network investment required.b 
Source: ICEA 2008.
a.  Arua, Kitgum, Gulu, Lira, Soroti, Mbale, Kabale, Bushenyi, Kasese, 

and Fort Portal.
b.  The 15 percent cost of capital used for this analysis is significantly 

lower than the rate of return typically earned by operators in the 
telecommunications industry in Sub-Saharan Africa. If a higher 
rate of return were needed to attract investment, a higher level of 
subsidy would be required.

Box 3.5 continued
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is, thus, unlikely to be successful. Partnerships with the private 
sector are more likely to succeed. Three types of such a partner-
ship model are described below—competitive subsidies, shared 
infrastructure/consortium models, and incentive-based private sec-
tor models. This is not an exhaustive list, and in practice, there are 
other models available. However, the three basic models described 
here are representative of the broad scope of policy options. Hybrid 
models that combine different aspects of the models featured here 
are also possible.

Competitive Subsidy Models

Under this approach, a license to build and operate a backbone net-
work is awarded by the government to a private sector entity. The 
licensee would also be awarded a contract to build out a network 
defined by the government and that meets the government’s policy 
objectives. The government would provide some resources, in the 
form of in-kind or cash payments, to this licensee. The contract design 
would include the terms on which backbone network services are 
provided. One key aspect of these terms would be the price of service, 
since this determines the impact on downstream users of the network. 
Quality of service and the type of services provided would be other 
important aspects of contract design. There are a number of variations 
of this model according to the ownership structure of the network. At 
one end of the spectrum of options is a network completely owned by a 
private company that receives a government subsidy to build a network 
that meets the government’s policy objectives. At the other end is a 
network in which the public and private sectors are joint owners of the 
backbone network. In all cases, the contract to build and operate the 
network, together with the associated license, can be awarded com-
petitively through a minimum-subsidy auction (Wellenius, Foster, and 
Malmberg-Calvo 2004).

Advantages

■  The government’s objective of extending the backbone network 
is met while ensuring that the skills, expertise, and investment 
resources of the private sector are leveraged. 
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■  The private operator has a commercial interest in operating the 
network as efficiently and effectively as possible since it would sell 
capacity on a commercial basis. 

■  The approach is simpler than the consortium approach because 
there are fewer parties involved. If it is not successful initially, 
recourse to alternative operators is also possible. 

■  There is some experience of similar approaches being used to pro-
mote the rollout of rural access networks in Sub-Saharan Africa. 
Examples of similar structures in the transport, water, and energy 
sectors also provide useful benchmarks.

Disadvantages

■  Government support to one specific operator may adversely affect 
competition through unduly favoring one operator over others. 

■  It can be difficult to obtain accurate information on the perfor-
mance of licensees and to impose penalties for failure to deliver. 

■  Existing financial connections between the backbone operator 
and downstream operators (that is, retail providers) will create an 
incentive for the backbone operator to discriminate in favor of such 
operators. This can be dealt with through restricting the backbone 
network operator to selling on a wholesale basis or through tight 
regulation. 

■  It can be politically difficult to justify large public subsidies to 
private companies in which the government does not maintain an 
equity stake. 

Two examples of where this type of PPP approach has been used are 
France and Singapore. Though the models used were different, both 
were designed around the same principle of partnership between the 
public and private sectors to develop fiber communications infrastruc-
ture. The two cases are described in box 3.6.
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Box 3.6  Competitive Subsidy Models in France 
and Singapore

DORSAL Project in France

Limousin is a rural region in the center of France that suf-
fers from a major rural-urban differential in the availability of 
broadband services. To address this difference, the government 
launched the DORSAL project to develop a backbone network 
capable of delivering high-speed Internet access to all residents.

The project is structured as a PPP with a 20-year conces-
sion to build and operate a backbone network and to construct 
a WiMAX access network capable of supporting high-speed 
value-added services. The cost of the project, €85 million, was 
shared between the public (45 percent) and private (55 percent) 
sectors. The construction of the fiber-optic backbone net-
work was successfully implemented in mid-2007; subsequently, 
downstream competition has developed. Customers in the 
DORSAL area now have access to third-party service providers 
offering a wide range of broadband services such as Internet 
protocol television (IPTV), voice-over-Internet protocol, and 
high-speed data services in competition with France Telecom.

Fiber-Optic Access Network PPP in Singapore

The broadband penetration rate in Singapore has risen dra-
matically in recent years, from 10.3 percent of households 
in 2001 to 45.5 percent in 2005 (PricewaterhouseCoopers 
2006). However, the access networks currently used—xDSL or 
cable television technologies—have inherent speed limitations. 
Looking forward, the government has identified the capacity 
of the access network infrastructure as a potential future bottle-
neck in fiber-optic network sector development. However, the 
size of the investment required to upgrade Singapore’s access 
networks and the risks involved mean that no private operators 

(continued)
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The two examples given in box 3.6 relate to different segments of 
the communications network infrastructure. In Singapore, the PPP 
is designed to stimulate investment in the access network, while in 
France the PPP supported the development of the backbone network 
as well as a wireless access network. But in both cases, public funds 
were used to support investment in ICT infrastructure in areas of the 
country or segments of the market that the private sector was not will-
ing to finance. In both cases, the public support was also targeted at 

have been willing to undertake such a project. The government 
has therefore launched a project to develop a fiber-to-the-home 
access network infrastructure through a PPP.

The government has allocated up to S$1 billion (approxi-
mately $730 million) to subsidize the construction of an access 
network. The network was divided into two layers: the pas-
sive infrastructure that includes the ducts and fibers on the 
first layer, and the basic Internet protocol (IP) service on the 
second layer. The contracts to build and operate these two 
network layers were awarded through a tender process. They 
will manage them as separate, stand-alone entities operating at 
arm’s length from their other operations. The terms on which 
the companies will be able to sell wholesale services were set 
out in the tender documents, and compliance will be super-
vised by the regulatory authority. 

This is an example of a PPP in which the government is 
subsidizing the development of an upstream component of 
the supply-chain required to provide high-speed services to 
people’s homes. Although the project concerns the access net-
works, in many respects, it is similar to the challenges facing 
governments in Sub-Saharan Africa trying to develop their 
backbone networks, particularly in areas outside of the major 
urban agglomerations. 
Source: Author and ICEA 2008.

Box 3.6 continued
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an upstream segment of the market that was required to sell wholesale 
services to third parties. Both models are therefore designed to sup-
port infrastructure development by targeting economic bottlenecks 
while also maintaining the conditions for competition.

Shared Infrastructure/Consortium Models

Under a shared infrastructure/consortium model, private operators 
form a consortium to build and operate backbone networks in under-
served areas. By providing public resources to the consortium, the 
government can ensure that the network meets public policy objectives 
such as focusing investment on areas not served by private operators, 
ensuring cost-oriented wholesale prices, and ensuring nondiscrimina-
tion between purchasers of services.

Advantages

■  The backbone network would be built and operated by private 
companies that already operate facilities in the country and there-
fore have directly relevant experience that is likely to improve the 
chances of success in operating the network. 

■  The operators would partially finance the network. This not only 
reduces the cost to the government but also ensures that the mem-
bers have a financial stake in its success. 

■  Because the companies that operate the network would also be its 
primary customers, they would have an incentive to ensure that the 
network is owned and operated efficiently and effectively. 

Disadvantages

■  A consortium in an otherwise competitive market could allow 
operators to collude, resulting in higher prices for customers and 
higher profits for the operators. 

■  Any consortium is unlikely to include all players in the market, 
particularly as the market develops and new companies enter. 
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Members of the consortium therefore have an incentive to raise 
prices and discriminate against nonmembers. Such an incentive 
to discriminate is inherent in the model and would have to be 
controlled by the government either through its role as a financier 
of the project or through the regulator.

■  Because there is no competitive bidding process under this model, 
it will be difficult to assess the level of subsidy required for the 
network. The only option for the government is to undertake a 
financial analysis and negotiate with consortium members. How-
ever, lack of a competitive process may result in the government 
paying more for the network than would otherwise be the case. 

The Eastern African Submarine Cable System (EASSy), a major 
submarine cable project, is one of the few examples of a shared 
infrastructure/consortium model being used to develop backbone 
networks in Sub-Saharan Africa. It is based on an open-access model 
of governance that will ensure that access to the cable is available to 
all operators within the region, irrespective of whether they are part 
of the consortium. Although EASSy is a submarine fiber-optic cable, 
the regulatory principles that underlie its design can be equally applied 
to the domestic backbone networks that are the subject of this book. 
The structure is described in more detail in box 3.7.

Incentive-Based Private Sector Models

All countries require operators to pay taxes and levies that typically 
consist of both general taxes (those applicable to all companies in the 
economy) and sector-specific taxes or levies. One common such levy 
is contribution to universal service/access funds. These funds are usu-
ally calculated as a percentage of revenues and are collected annually 
from the industry. In most cases, these funds are intended to be used 
for subsidizing access to services in rural areas, but in practice, they are 
often not used effectively. Countries also often impose obligations on 
licensees to cover unprofitable parts of the country or provide services 
that may not be commercially viable. Such obligations are generally 
referred to as universal service obligations (USOs).
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Box 3.7  EASSy as a Shared Infrastructure/Consortium 
Model 

EASSy is a submarine fiber-optic cable that stretches from South 
Africa to Sudan with connections to countries along the route. 
From the termination points, users will be able to connect to the 
global submarine communications cable system. The project has 
been developed by a consortium of more than 20 telecommunica-
tions operators, mostly from eastern and southern Africa with the 
support of five development finance institutions (DFIs), the Inter-
national Finance Corporation, the European Investment Bank, the 
African Development Bank, Agence France de Développement, 
and the German government-owned development bank KfW 
(Kreditanstalt für Weideraufblau). 

A key issue for policy makers and the DFIs has been the need 
to avoid a repetition of the experience of the SAT-3 cable that runs 
along the west coast of Africa. Though the SAT-3 was also financed 
and built, and is managed, by a consortium of operators, each mem-
ber of the consortium has exclusive control over access to the cable 
in its own country. As a result, prices for capacity on SAT-3 have 
remained high and the impact on customers has been limited.

EASSy has been designed to minimize the problems associated 
with the absence of effective competition and regulation. One of 
the members of the consortium that owns the cable is a special 
purpose vehicle (SPV) that is itself owned by a group of the smaller 
operators from the region. DFI support for EASSy is provided in 
the form of loans to this SPV. Under the EASSy cable consortium 
agreement, the SPV is permitted to sell capacity to licensed opera-
tors on an open-access nondiscriminatory basis in any market in 
the region, hence providing competition to other members of the 
consortium. The agreements that establish the SPV require it to 
pass through overall cost reductions (which occur as traffic volumes 
increase) to customers. These mechanisms for competition and 
pass-through of cost reductions are intended to achieve lower prices 
in the marketplace, hence reducing the need for regulation. 
Source: Author.
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The government could provide operators with an incentive to develop 
backbone networks in commercially unattractive areas by offering to 
reduce these levies or relax USOs in exchange for the operators meet-
ing specific targets. The incentive could be done on a competitive 
basis—by making companies compete for a reduction—or it could 
be available to all companies. Though such “pay-or-play” schemes 
are not common in the telecommunications sector, they have recently 
received an increasing amount of attention. 

Advantages

■  Private companies own and operate the network(s), increasing the 
likelihood that they will be efficiently and effectively managed. 

■  Government is able to specify the type of network that it requires 
and the terms on which services are sold. 

■  No cash changes hands between the operator(s) and the govern-
ment because it would involve a reduction in taxes rather than a 
transfer of funds. 

■  Because operators are required to pay taxes on an ongoing basis, 
the government retains the option to penalize failure to meet the 
contractual obligations by removing the tax break. 

Disadvantage

■  Any network built under such a model is privately owned by oper-
ators competing in the market, creating a significant incentive to 
discriminate against competing operators. Since the government’s 
objective is to ensure that the backbone network is built as a com-
mon facility, available to all, the model requires strong monitoring 
of the way it is operated. 

Box 3.8 summarizes the experiences of two countries, Sweden 
and Brazil, that have used incentive-based mechanisms to achieve 
similar objectives. 
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Box 3.8  Incentive-Based Private Sector Models in 
Sweden and Brazil

Backbone Networks in Sweden

Since 1999, when it launched its first broadband policy, the Swedish 
government has provided subsidies for broadband rollout through 
several programs, including tax incentives for operators building 
networks in rural areas and grants to municipalities to build 
fiber networks. The total value of these subsidies is an estimated 
$820 million. A government-appointed committee recently rec-
ommended, though, that the government should distribute an 
additional $500 million in grants to municipalities and operators 
for investment in high-speed networks.

These direct financial incentives for infrastructure development 
were part of an overall package of policy measures used to promote 
broadband that included promotion of competition, demand-side 
stimulation, and the use of state-owned businesses to develop fiber-
optic infrastructure.

Pay-or-Play Mechanisms in Brazil

Under a joint initiative taken by four government ministries 
and the national telecommunications regulator in May 2008, 
five fixed-line operators in Brazil are building out backbone 
networks connecting 3,439 municipalities in which broadband 
services are not currently available. In exchange for this commit-
ment, the operators are to be relieved of their existing obligation 
to install 8,000 dial-up–equipped telecenters. This arrangement 
is an example of operators being provided a reduction in their 
USO in exchange for investing in broadband and backbone 
investments. Such mechanisms are sometimes referred to as “pay 
or play.” 
Source: Intelecon Research and Consultancy 2008 and Atkinson, Correa, 
and Hedlund 2008.
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Implement Backbone Policy 

Achieving widespread availability and use of broadband in Sub-
Saharan Africa is likely to be a complex challenge, involving a 
number of interrelated decisions. The extension of high-capacity 
backbone networks is a key part of this and is likely to require tar-
geted policies. The process of designing these policies begins with an 
understanding of the dynamics underlying the current backbone net-
work infrastructure. A benchmarking of the current state of network 
development against other countries provides an assessment of how 
the broadband market is performing relative to other countries. This 
is followed by an analysis of the constraints on backbone network 
development that may lie in the availability of alternative infrastruc-
ture (for example, international connectivity) or in the details of the 
regulatory framework. 

Once a clear diagnosis of the situation is available, it is possible to 
develop a menu of policy options designed to address the problems. 
However, before options are selected, a clear understanding of the 
costs and the benefits of each one is required. This is discussed in 
more detail in the following section. The final stage in the process is 
to select the appropriate set of policies that will address the problems 
identified. The backbone policy development process is summarized 
in the policy “road map” shown in figure 3.1.

Assess the Costs and Benefits of Support to 
the Development of Backbone Networks

A key step in implementing the backbone policy framework in Sub-
Saharan Africa is an assessment of costs and benefits. Estimating the 
value of the benefits is challenging for two reasons. The first reason 
relates to defining the benefits of backbone networks. As one element 
of the broadband supply chain, backbone networks, on their own, 
do not deliver the final product (that is, broadband connectivity) to 
customers. If backbone policy is not placed within the overall context 
of broadband policy, it is unlikely to be effective in increasing con-
nectivity to end users. However, by doing so, it is difficult to attribute 
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What are the current obstacles to
broadband rollout?

Limited, high-cost international connectivity

Undeveloped access networks

Fragmented, low demand

Limited backbone networks, high costs

What is constraining backbone network
development?

Regulatory constraints on investment and

competition

Limited access to passive infrastructure

(for example, roads and pipelines)

Market perception that risk of investment in

fiber infrastructure is too great

Nonviability of infrastructure in peripheral areas

Institute complementary

broadband policies

Improve access to passive

infrastructure

Risk guarantees, demand

aggregation policies

Design public support for backbone
development.

Identify areas of country that are not

commercially attractive to provide investors

Identify public financing requirements

Consult with market on appropriate mechanism

for network development

Design regulatory framework for publicly

supported backbone network

Revise regulatory framework

to improve competition

Carry out financial analysis

of network development

Ensure network is built and

operated efficiently

Ensure open access to

publicly funded network

Analyze costs and benfits of backbone network
development.

Model project costs and revenues

Estimate financial cost to government under

different policy approaches

Carry out economic

evaluation of options

Figure 3.1  Road Map for Backbone Network Policy

Source: Author. 

causality directly to the backbone policy, since the benefits could be 
equally ascribed to policy actions taken on international connectivity 
or access networks. The second reason relates to uncertainty sur-
rounding future broadband development in Sub-Saharan Africa. 
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Since the economic benefits arise from lower prices and greater con-
sumption of broadband connectivity, any attempt to estimate the ben-
efits of backbone policy will require a forecast of broadband take-up 
following policy implementation.

Notwithstanding these challenges, it is possible to undertake a basic 
analysis of the costs and benefits of an overall policy designed to boost 
broadband connectivity. The starting point of this analysis would 
be an assumption that the government undertakes a comprehensive 
approach, aimed at all the major potential bottlenecks in the broad-
band market. Potential benefits of this type of broadband policy lie 
in the additional consumer surplus that would be generated by meet-
ing increased demand for broadband connectivity and the long-term 
boost to economic growth that might accrue from increased broad-
band connectivity. There are few robust estimates of the parameters 
required for such calculations so there would be a considerable margin 
of error surrounding any such estimate of the benefits. Estimating 
the costs of broadband policy initiatives, however, is likely to be more 
straightforward since these are based on defined actions by the gov-
ernment to which cost estimates can be attached. 

In practice, decisions on public expenditure are rarely based only on 
cost-benefit analysis (Irwin 2003), and political priorities often have a 
greater impact on the allocation of public resources. In such circum-
stances, or where an accurate estimate of the benefits of public sup-
port to broadband connectivity is not available, an analysis of the costs 
of the different policy options would still be useful, as it would allow 
policy makers to make decisions on the basis of information on the 
relative costs of each potential course of action. Table 3.2 summarizes 
some of the basic principles for calculating the cost of the backbone 
policy initiatives outlined in this report. 

Determine the Institutional Implications of 
Backbone Network Policy Recommendations

An important issue to consider in designing the appropriate policy 
framework for promoting backbone networks is the implications for 
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Table 3.2 Principles for Estimating the Cost of Backbone Policy Options

Policy option Approach to cost calculation

Licensing and regulatory reforms ■  The cost of issuing additional licenses is very low. In practice, the net cost to government is 
likely to be negative, since operators usually pay fees for such licenses. 

■  If a revision of the licensing framework is required, this may entail signifi cant expenditure 
of professional advisory services. 

■  Changes to the licenses of existing operators (for example, removal of an exclusivity clause 
in an operator’s license) may also involve additional expense as a result of legal action. 

Improving the quality of 
regulation of backbone networks 

■  Increasing the capacity of regulatory authorities to regulate backbone networks effectively 
is likely to incur expenditure in training and in the preparation of the regulations 
themselves. 

Reducing the cost of investment ■  Providing access for operators to alternative infrastructure involves little cost other than 
drawing up standard terms and conditions for such access. Since infrastructure providers 
usually charge a fee for this type of access, the net cost to government is likely to be zero 
or negative. 

■  Building network access facilities into new infrastructure developments, such as ducting 
and access points in new road developments, may involve some costs. However, the 
relevant measure of cost is the incremental costs incurred in such developments. This is 
signifi cantly lower than the cost of laying fi ber after the other infrastructure has been built. 

■  The cost of political risk insurance and partial risk guarantees is well defi ned and can 
be relatively easily estimated. The cost of demand aggregation by the public sector may 
be more diffi cult to defi ne. The correct measure of cost is not the cost of paying for the 
services themselves but the incremental cost of paying for them as a single contract rather 
than through many different institutions.

(continued)
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Public support to backbone 
networks in underserved areas

■  All of the options outlined in the section on stimulating rollout in underserved areas will 
require some form of public investment. In the case of a minimum-subsidy mechanism, this 
will be a cash expenditure of public resources. In the case of an incentive-based scheme, 
the subsidy will be in the form of foregone revenues from levies. The level of investment 
required by the government is the net cost (that is, the subsidy required). This will be 
determined by the technical specifi cations of the network, the commercial revenues the 
operator is likely to generate, and the level of prices set for network services. 

■  The only way to estimate the net cost to the government of such policies in advance is 
to model the costs and revenues associated with the operation of the network. However, 
under some mechanisms, the actual net cost to government would be determined as a 
result of a competitive bidding process. 

Source: Author.

Table 3.2 continued

Policy option Approach to cost calculation
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the institutions that govern the sector, typically the ministry of com-
munications and the regulatory authority. The policy options outlined 
in this chapter vary both in the burden they place on these institutions 
and on the extent that their success depends on their being able to 
perform their functions. For example, issuing new licenses typically 
does not require institutional capacity beyond that which already 
exists in most countries. However, designing complex consortium 
structures with regulated terms of access places a much larger burden 
on a government or regulatory authority. Given the limited capacity 
of many regulatory institutions in Sub-Saharan Africa, the depen-
dence of the success of the policy options on the regulatory authority 
is an important factor to take into account in designing the overall 
backbone policy framework. 

The challenges faced by regulators in implementing backbone net-
work policies can be divided into three categories. The first relates to 
the technical difficulty associated with implementation of the policy. 
For example, defining standard quality of service criteria for backbone 
services in order to improve the functioning of the market is less tech-
nically demanding than developing complex consortia-based invest-
ment projects. The second is an institutional challenge related to the 
capacity of public institutions to make and enforce decisions relating 
to the sector. This capacity is determined by a number of factors, such 
as the legal framework that defines the institution’s powers, the finan-
cial resources of the institution, and the availability of skilled staff in 
the institution. The third challenge relates to the political economy of 
the ICT sector. Some policy decisions may act directly counter to the 
interests of one or more parties in the market or the government. For 
example, in countries where backbone services are monopolized by an 
incumbent operator, liberalizing the wholesale market may adversely 
affect the profits of the incumbent, particularly in the short term. 
Liberalization may therefore meet significant institutional resistance, 
thus making other policy options easier to implement. Table 3.3 
provides a summary of the institutional and technical implications of 
each of the policies outlined above. 
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Table 3.3 Institutional and Technical Implications of Policy Options

Policy option Institutional and technical implications

Remove limits on the 
number of network 
licenses 

Governments and regulators are familiar with the process of issuing licenses, as license templates are 
available from other countries. Because increasing the number of players in the market will increase 
competition, it may face opposition from existing licensees. Many countries have proved that it is 
possible to do, however.

Encourage the entry of 
alternative infrastructure 
providers

Licensing alternative infrastructure networks as telecommunications operators is not technically 
challenging. In many cases, companies have an incentive to enter the market since it is a means of 
generating additional profi t.

Remove constraints on 
the backbone services 
market 

Removing regulatory constraints on the backbone services market is not technically diffi cult but might 
face opposition from operators that currently have a monopoly (usually a state-owned incumbent).

Improve the regulation of 
backbone networks

Issuing and enforcing standard interconnection guidelines can be technically challenging, particularly 
for regulators with little previous experience in this area. Though such regulation may not run directly 
against the interests of any particular market player, regulators may face institutional constraints on 
their ability to enforce such regulations.

Facilitate access to 
passive infrastructure 

While the technical requirements of ensuring access for operators to passive infrastructure are 
not challenging, the policy may be diffi cult to implement because governance of these types of 
infrastructure usually lies outside the telecommunications sector and therefore outside of the scope of 
authority of the regulator.
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Promote infrastructure 
sharing where it does not 
have an adverse impact 
on competition 

Many countries have included infrastructure-sharing requirements in their legal and regulatory 
frameworks. However, enforcement of such requirements, particularly in situations where it is not in 
the direct commercial interest of the parties, may be diffi cult.

Reduce political and 
regulatory risk through 
risk guarantees and 
insurance

Political risk insurance and partial risk guarantees are common in developing countries but are rarely 
used in the telecommunications sector. Developing them may therefore be both technically and 
institutionally challenging.

Reduce commercial 
risk through demand 
aggregation 

Although simple in principle, this option can be diffi cult to implement because it affects budget 
allocations for public institutions, and coordination across institutions can be diffi cult. This raises 
political economy challenges that may make implementation diffi cult in practice. 

Ensure competition 
among access and 
service providers 

The majority of countries in Sub-Saharan Africa have liberalized their telecommunications and ICT 
services markets to some extent. Further liberalization may face political opposition from existing 
market players. 

Competitive subsidy 
model

This category of models involves issuing a license and a long-term contract to build and operate a 
backbone network and selling services at predetermined prices. The process for designing the license 
and selecting a bidder is similar to the process undertaken for other license awards. However, the 
regulator has an important role in ensuring that the network is built to the contract specifi cations and 
that services are provided at the appropriate quality and price. Since the regulator is a new operator 
for the market and the network would provide ready access to backbone services for other players, 
it is unlikely to face signifi cant institutional opposition.

(continued)
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Shared infrastructure/
consortium model

This type of model involves a negotiated arrangement among a group of operators and, in some 
cases, the government. Such arrangements have proved challenging to establish because of the 
competing interests of the members of the consortium. There are relatively few examples of such 
arrangements from other countries and regions to draw on, however, adding to the technical 
challenges of setting up such structures. Since the members of the consortium are also the primary 
customers, the role of the regulator in supervising the performance of the network is reduced. 
However, the regulator has an essential role in ensuring that nonmembers have nondiscriminatory 
access to services.

Incentive-based private 
sector model

The challenges faced by governments and regulators in implementing incentive-based models are 
similar to those of competitive subsidy models in that the government specifi es the required outputs 
and then monitors the operators’ performance in delivering these outputs. In some respects, the 
administrative process is simpler because direct payments are replaced by incentive schemes. Under 
this model, operators developing backbone networks are required to offer nondiscriminatory access to 
their competitors. Ensuring that this takes place involves a signifi cant role for the regulatory authority. 

Source: Author.

Table 3.3 continued

Policy option Institutional and technical implications
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Conclusion: Beyond the 
Backbone

4

As the pace of global broadband development accelerates and 
economies adapt to better and more widespread connectivity, the 
importance of broadband connectivity is growing. The widening gap 
between countries in Sub-Saharan Africa and those in other parts of 
the developing world, therefore, is squarely on the policy agenda of 
many countries in the region.

In the majority of countries of Sub-Saharan Africa, the incumbent 
broadband network operator is not sufficiently strong to be an effec-
tive backbone network of last resort. The model of market liberaliza-
tion and regulation that has been successful in Europe and North 
America, and increasingly in Asia and Latin America, is therefore not 
directly relevant in the region. The challenge facing policy makers in 
Sub-Saharan Africa is not one of ensuring that entrants have access 
to a dominant operator’s infrastructure. Rather, it is ensuring that 
entrants have access to existing infrastructure developed by private 
operators and that networks are built in areas in which commercial 
operators are not currently willing to invest. Both of these objectives 
must be achieved without creating disincentives to the private sector 
to invest their own resources in network infrastructure. 

Some countries in Sub-Saharan Africa have already begun investing 
public resources in backbone infrastructure with the belief that this 
will ease one of the bottlenecks in the network infrastructure that is 
holding back service development. This is being done both directly 
by governments and by state-owned incumbent operators. Often, 
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these networks are being developed in direct competition with the 
private companies that have already invested in infrastructure in 
the country in question. This approach is unlikely to be the most 
effective way of spending scarce public resources and may have only 
a limited impact on the availability of broadband services. A market-
based approach to backbone policy is more likely to be successful. 
Such an approach harnesses the investment resources of the private 
sector through effectively liberalizing the infrastructure segments of 
the market while focusing public investment in areas of the country 
not immediately commercially attractive to the private sector. This 
principle of market-based solutions to backbone policy also underlies 
the concept of channeling these public resources through partner-
ships with the private sector. 

Implementing this approach will require innovation by both govern-
ments and regulators in Sub-Saharan Africa. There are few clear, off-
the-shelf examples from other parts of the world that can be directly 
transposed into the African context. However, the dearth of ready 
examples from other parts of the world can be considered an oppor-
tunity, rather than a problem, as policy makers have an opportunity 
to design tailor-made policy solutions aimed at meeting their specific 
challenges. 

More effective backbone infrastructure would benefit all players in the 
broadband market. There is, therefore, a common interest in ensuring 
that appropriate policies are adopted. At the same time, the power of 
incumbent operators to block sector reforms that might threaten their 
commercial interests is usually limited in Sub-Saharan Africa. This 
situation provides an ideal opportunity for governments to match the 
innovation of the African telecommunications market with policy 
innovation to meet the emerging challenges of the broadband sector in 
Sub-Saharan Africa. 

However, policy for backbone networks must be set in the con-
text of the overall broadband sector objective—providing low-cost 
broadband services on a mass-market basis. Policy makers therefore 
also need to look beyond the backbone and consider the other chal-
lenges facing the sector in ensuring that these services are delivered. 
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Although these challenges are numerous, three stand out as priorities 
for the development of the sector. 

High-speed international connectivity is currently a major constraint on 
the delivery of broadband services in Sub-Saharan Africa. Most of the 
region is dependent on satellites for international connectivity. Even 
where countries are connected to international submarine cables (for 
example, the SAT-3 cable on the west coast of Africa), the impact 
has been very limited because access to these cables is controlled by 
individual operators that have been able to set high prices. Access to 
high-bandwidth international capacity at low prices is a necessary 
(but not sufficient) condition for the development of mass-market 
broadband. The global experience of international connectivity shows 
clearly that international infrastructure competition results in lower 
prices and higher bandwidth. In order to support the development 
of such competition in Sub-Saharan Africa, licensing and regulatory 
frameworks, including rights to land submarine cables, may need to 
be reformed to ensure that monopoly control over bottleneck facili-
ties does not emerge. However, this facilities competition may take 
some time to develop. In the short run, regulators will have a key role 
to play in guaranteeing access to bottleneck facilities such as landing 
stations. This is both technically and institutionally challenging, but 
regulatory authorities in other regions have been successful in improv-
ing such access, so there is considerable international experience avail-
able to support the regulators in Africa. 

Downstream competition among the ISPs and other types of data ser-
vices companies that provide broadband connectivity to customers is 
a key factor in the success of the broadband market. This is a poten-
tially competitive segment of the market and competition has rapidly 
emerged in countries where markets have been effectively liberalized. 
However, for this competition to be sustained, these companies will 
require access to radio spectrum and, in many cases, access to some 
of the larger operators’ infrastructure (for example, towers). Without 
such measures, this downstream segment of the market may become 
dominated by large network operators, with adverse consequences 
for customers. Regulators have a key role to play in ensuring that 
effective competition develops in this segment of the market and 
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this role is likely to become more important as the broadband market 
develops. 

Demand stimulation has been a key component of the policy frame-
work in many of the countries that have been successful in developing 
broadband connectivity. Methods for doing this include supporting 
the use of computers in schools, providing training, and increasing the 
use of broadband in public institutions. Recent worldwide initiatives 
to reduce the cost of computers in developing countries may make 
demand stimulation much more financially feasible for resource-
constrained governments in Sub-Saharan Africa. Demand stimula-
tion also has a positive feedback effect on the provision of broadband 
connectivity, since increased usage of computers results in increased 
demand for broadband connectivity and therefore more investment 
into the broadband segment of the market. 

The broadband market is complex, with multiple interrelated market 
segments. Policy toward the sector is similarly complex. This book 
focuses specifically on backbone networks, as they are a key part of 
the sector and a part that presents particular challenges for policy 
makers in Sub-Saharan Africa. At the same time policy makers 
are focusing on these networks, however, it is critical that they also 
consider the development of other segments of the market, and the 
sector as a whole.

As backbone network infrastructure in Sub-Saharan Africa devel-
ops and broadband connectivity expands, there will be a significant 
increase in the economic opportunities and channels for delivery of 
public services. With faster and more effective communications links 
between government institutions and the rest of the world, policy 
makers will have the opportunity to improve the efficiency of service 
delivery and the transparency of public decisions. This process began 
with the establishment of e-government systems and the incorporation 
of mobile phone connectivity into government processes. Ready avail-
ability of broadband connectivity will increase the opportunities for 
these types of innovations and deepen their transformational impact.
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